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NOTICE OF INTENT TO SUBMIT A CLAIM TO ARBITRATION 

UNDER CHAPTER ELEVEN AND ARTICLES 1503(2) AND 1502(3)(A) 

OF THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT 

MERCER INTERNATIONAL INC .. 

lnvator, 

v. 

GOVERNMENTOFCANAD~ 

Party. 

Pursuantto Articles 1116, 1117, and 1119· of the North Ameriean Free Trade 

Agreement (''NAFTA''). the disputing Investor, Mercer International Inc. (hereinafter 

"Mcrcer"), hereby respectfully serves a Notice ofIntent to Submit 8 Claim to Arbitration for 

breach by the Government of Canada ( "Canada") of its obligations under Chaptet Eleven and 

Articles 1503(2) and 1502(3)(_) ofNAFT A, in cOMeetion with the actions of governmental 

entities in tl!.e Province of British Colwnbia (the "Province") for which Canada is 

internationally responsible. 

Mercer hereby requests Canada to begin fonnal consultations and negotiations, as 

contemplated by NAFT A Article 1118, in IlJl effort amicably to resolve this dispute. 
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[. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. Mercer, througb its investment in Zellstoff Cclgar Limited Partnership 

C"Ceigar"), O'NnS and operates en industrial plant consisting of a northern bleached softwood 

kraft C"NBSK") pulp mill and a biomass-based electticity generation facility, situated in 

Castlegar, British Colwnbia (the "Celgar mill" or the "Mill"). In addition to improving pulp 

operations, Mercer has invested heavily in clean energy production at the plant. By burning the 

«black liquor" residue of the pulp manufacturing process and other wood residue as biofuel, the 

Celgar mill generates both: (i) thermal energy to support its pulp manufacturing; and (ii) 

electricity. The electricity produced by Celgar can be utilized to power pulp operations (which 

impose a baseload electricity requirement of aro1llld 43.5 megawatts (UMW")) andlor be sold to 

the British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority C'BC Hydro") and others to meet both the 

Province's and other adjacent jurisdictions' growing energy demands. 

2. The Province regards Celgar1s energy production as both clean and renewable. 

Celgar produces energy deriv!d from wood chips produced as byproducts of sawmill lumber 

production and wood residues from logs. Approximately 80 percent of Celgar's fuel is sourced 

from within the Province ¥lith the remaining imported from U.S. sawmills. Because timber is 

harvested on a sustainable basis in British Columbia and in the United States, Celgar's fuel 

source is renewable. The biomass fuel source is also carbon neutral . 

3. This claim Irises from Celsar' s dual role as both a producer and user of 

electricity in light of the market for electricity in British Columbia. In simplest terms, the 

Province regulates the rates Be Hydro and utilities operating in the Province charge for power 

based on historical cost. The overwhelming majority of supply comes from hydroelectric 

generating assets built long ago, which entail low embedded costs. Incremental supply comes 
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from more expensive generating assets and from purchases on wholesale power markets. the 

prices for which reflect market supply and demand factors, rather than embedded costs. The 

"market" rate for power is typically several times higher than the embedded cost-based rates at 

whieh BC Hydro and utilities operating in the Province supply power to their customers. At 

issue is the extent to which Celgat. like other Be pulp mills with self-generating capacity, is 

permitted to seU its own cogenerated power at market-based rates while simultaneously 

purchasing power at embedded cost based rates to meet its own mill needs. 

4. In recent years, numerous other pulp mills operating in British Colwnbia also 

have invested in biomass generation capacity, including the Skookumchuck mill owned by 

Tembec, Inc. C'Tembec"), the Prince George mill owned by Canfor Pulp Limited Partnership 

("Cantor"), the Kamloop, mill owned by Domw Corp. ("Domw'~, the Port Mellon nUll 

owned by Howe Sound Pulp and Paper ("Howe"), and, as recently announced, the Nanaimo 

mill owned by Nanaimo Forest Products Ltd. ("Nanaimo"). The Province, through BC Hydro 

and with the approval oft)le British Columbia Utilities Commission (the "Commission"), has 

entered into variow preferential deals with these and other mills. These deals have included 

direct subsidies or low interest rate loans to finance construction of new or additional 

generation turbines, and/or agreements to purchase some or aU of the power generated at 

favorable, market·based rates. For example, Be Hydro has provided in excess of $175 million 

in cash subsidies or interest free loans to such plants to increase their energy production, and to 

displace purchases of embedded cost energy the mills otherwise would have made from 

Be Hydro. Be Hydro also has increased the co~petitiveness of these pulp mills, and 

effectively increased the value of their subsidized fi;eneration assets, by buying power from the 

subsidized mills at negotiated, market·based prices, while simultaneously selling embedded 
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cost power to these mills . In all cases, the negotiated Be Hydro purchase price significantly 

exceeds the embedded cost of power being consumed at the mill. 

S. The:!! mills, as well as certain others within the Province that lave not received 

direct cash subsidies, are also able to profit, to varying degrees, from buying low-priced. 

embedded cost power for their pulp operations from Be Hydro while simultaneously selling 

power from their energy operations to Be Hydro at higher, market-based rates. As 

contemplated in the Province's various Energy Acts and its so-called "HeritaKe Contract" 

(discussed further below), these mills share in the benefits of electricity generated from 

Be Hydro', historicallow-cost hydtoel~tric energy assets ("Heritage Power''), as do all 

industrial users and consumers in the Province. 

6. However, the Province, through the actions ofBC Hydro and the Commission, 

treats Celgar differently. CeJgar was not eligible for any direct subsidies, low-interest loans or 

other fmancial incentives in cocnection with its wYestrnents in generation assets. More 

critically, Ceigar is the only pulp mill in British Columbia that has been prohibited for several 

years from buying any embedded cost power, and that still Rrnains prohibited from buying any 

Heritage Power, to meet the needs of its pulp operations while simultaneously selling power to 

Be Hydro or the market. rn fact, ifCelgar were to sell its self-generated electricity, as it plans 

to do, its access to Heritage Power will be entirely cut off while doin& 501 even though the 

benefits of low-cost Heritage Power ostensibly are available to all British Columbians, And 

remain available to Celgar's direct competitors. The Province's actions cannot be explained by 

the fact that, for electricity supply purposes, the Province consists of two separate service 

territories, one of which is supplied by Be Hydro and one of which is supplied by a private 

utility, FortisBC Inc. (" FortisBC"). Althoue}l Celgar is located in FortisBC's setVice territory, 
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it should still have acce" to BC Hydro Heritage Power, because FortisBC in turn has access to. 

Heritage Power through a Power Purchase Agreement ("PPA") with Be Hydro. Moreover, as 

recently as December 1, 2011, the Commission reaffumed the right of another forest products 

company with self-generating capacity in the FortisBC service territory · Tolko Industries 

Ltd, 's Kelowna sawmill· to access Be Hydro Heritage Power simultaneously while conducting 

its own power sales. 

7. In failing to implement a uniform. policy for pulp mills and other customers with 

self-generation capabilities. including with respect to access to Heritage Power, the Province de 

facIO has discriminated against Gelgar and violated NAFT A. And, under NAFTA, Canada is 

responsible for the Province' s actions. Notwithstanding the fact that Celgar is the most energy 

efficient, lowest carbon footprint, pulp mill in British Columbia, and generates more electricity 

than any other BC pulp mill, it is able to capture far less of the economic benefit of its power 

generation than any other comparable mill in the Province. The Province has treated Celgar in 

a way that is arbitral}' and discriminatory, and unfair and inequitable. In addition, the Province 

effectively has taken much of the return from Celgar's investment in clean energy technology 

for its own benefit andlor the benefit of Be Hydro's ratepayers without any compensation. 

II. THE INVESTOR AND ITS INVESTMENT 

8. Mercer submits this Notice of Intent both under NAFTA Article 111 6 as an 

investor on its own behalt and under NAFT A Article 1117 on behalf of Celgar, its investment 

enterprise and wholly-owned subsidiary. 

9. Mercer is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the State of 

Washington. United States of America. and is thus is an enterprise of a Party (the United States) 

pursuant to NAFT A Article 1139. Mercer is a public company that is traded on both the 
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NASDAQ globallll8J'Xet under the symbol "MERC" and on the Toronto Stock Exchange under 

the trading symbol "MR.I.I." Its registered address is as follows: 

14900 Interurban Avenue South 
Suite 282 
Seattle, WA 98168 
United States of America 

Phone: 206-674-4639 
Fax: 206-674-4629 

10. CeJgar is the entity whose rights have been directly affected by acts for which 

Canada is internationally responsible. It is a limited partnership organized under the laws of 

. British Columbia. Celgar was formed pursuant to a Limited Partnership Agreement dated 

January 10,2006 between Mercer and ZtllstoffCelgar Limited, a corporation incorporated 

under the laws of British Columbia. Ultimately, Mercer is the sole owner of Celgar. Mercer 

owns 100 percent of the shares of Zellstoff Celgar Limited. which is the general partner of 

Celgar and owns a. 0.1 ~ercent economic interest in that limited partnC1ship, Mercer is the 

limited partner ofCelgar, owning the remaining 99.9 percent economic interest and all of the 

limited partnership units, Celiar has its bead office at the following address: 

Suite 1120, 700 West Pender Street 
Vancouver Be 
Y6C IG8 
Canada 

Phone: 604-684-1099 
Fox: 604-684-1094 

and has its regi stered office at: 

1000 Cathedral Place 
925 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver. Be 
V6C3L2 
Canada 
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11 . Cetgar owns and operates an industrial plant which consists of aD NBSK pulp 

mill and electric power generation assets capable of generating 100 MW. situated in CastJegar. 

British Columbia. It produces both market pulp and electricity. This dispute concerns 

discriminatory limitations the Province bas placed on Celgar's ability to access embedded cost 

power. including its access to Heritage Power, while selling electricity .. 

12. Mercer acquired the Mill, and its then roughly 52 MW electric power generation 

plant, by purchasing these assets, through Zellstoff Celgar Limited. from a bankruptcy receiver 

on February 14, 2005. The assets were reorganized into the current limited partnership 

structure (described in parag1aph 10 above) in January of2006. The Mill had been thoroughly 

modernized in 1993, at a cost of approximately CS800 million, by prior owners. 

13. In addition to its initial investment in acquiring the Mill, Mercer to date has 

made over CSI02 million in 'additional capital investments to upgrade the Mill. In 2005, it 

began a CS28 million capital investment program aimed at increasing both pulp and energy 

production while reduci.cg operating costs, which it completed in 2006. In 2008, it began a 

CS62 million program to add a 48 MW condensing turbine, thereby increasing its electricity 

generation capacity. The nc:w turbine became fully operational in September 2010. Mercer 

also invested CSI2 million begioniog in 2008 to upgrade the wood cbipping plant at the Mill. 

14. Neither Mercer nor CeJgar has received any subsidies or financial incentives 

from the Province, including from Be Hydro, in connection with its acquisition of the Mill or 

its improvements to and expansion of the Mill's electricity generation capacity. 

1 S. This dispute involves the foUowing tyPes of investments, within the meaning of 

"investment" defined in NAFTA Article 1139: 

8 , an enterprise; 
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b. IlP equity security of an enterprise; 

c. an interest in an enterprise that entitles the ovmu to share in income or 
profits of the enterprise; 

d. an interest in an enterprise that entitles the owner to share in the assets 
of that enterprise on dissolution, other than A debt security or a loan; 

e. real estate or other property, tangible or intangible, acquired in the 
expectation or used for the purpose of economic benefit or other business purposes; 
acd 

f. interests arising from the commitment of capital or other resources in 
the territory of a Party to economic activity in such territory, such as under (i) 
contracts involving the presence of an investor's property in the territory of the Party. 
including turnkey or constrUction contracts, or concessions, or (ii) coctracts where 
remuneration depends substantially on the production, revenues or profits of liD 
enterprise. 

III. THE RELEVANTNAFTA OBLIGATIONS 

16. As discussed further below, the Government of Canada has breached its 

obligations under Section A of Chapter 11 ofNAFTA, including the following provisions: 

a. Article 1102· National Treatment 

b. Article 1103· Most Favored-Nation Treatment 

c. Article 110S • Minimum Standard of Treatment 

~ O O::l /O t1tl 

17. Canada has also breached its obligations under Articles l503(3)(a) (Monopolies 

and State Enterprises) and 1503(2) (State Enterprises) ofNAFTA. 

18. The applicable provisions ofNAFTA are as follows: 

Article 1102; National Treatment 

1. Each Party shall accord to investors of another party treatment DO less 
favorable than iliat it accords, in like circumstances, to its own investors 
with respect to the establishment, acquisition, expansion, management, 
conduct. operation, and sale or other disposition of investments. 
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2. Each Party shall accord to investments of investors of another pany 
treatment no less favorable than that it accords, in like circumstances. to 
investments of its ovm investors with respect to the establishment, 
acquisition, expansion, management, conduct, operation, and sale or 
other disposition of investments. 

3. The treatment accorded by a party under paragraphs 1 and 2 means, 
with respect to a state or provinc:e, treatment no less favorable than the 
most favorable treatment accorded. in like circumstances, by that state 
or province to investors, and to investments of investors, of the party of 
which it fonns a part. 

4. For greater certainty, no Party may: 

(a) impose on an investor of another Party a requirement that a 
minimwn level of equity in an enterprise in the territory of the 
Party be held by its nationals, other than nominal qualifying 
shares for directors or incorpora[ors of corporations; or 

(b) require an investor of another Party, by reason of its nationality. 
to sell or otherwise dispose of an investment in the territory of the 
Party. 

Article 1103: Most-Favored-Nation fieatmeDt 

1. Each Party shall accord to investors of another Party treatment no less 
favorable than that it accords, in like circumstanccs, to investors of any 
other Party or of a non·Party with respect to the establishment, 
acquisition, expansion, management, conduct. operation, and sale or 
other disposition of investments. 

2. Each Party shall accord to investments of investors of Mother Party 
treatment no less favorable than that it accords. in like circumstances, to 
investments of investors of any other Party Or of a non·Party with 
respect to the establislunent, acquisition, expansion, management, 
conduct, operation, an.d sale or other disposition of investments. 

Article 110S: Mjpimum StandaJ'd of Treatment 

1. Each Party shall accord to investments of investors of another Party 
treatment in accordance with intemationallaw, includin& fa.ir and 
equitable treatment and full protection and security. 

2. Without prejudice to paragraph 1 and notwithstanding Article 
II08(7)(b), each party ,hall accord to investo" of anolher Party, and to 
investments of investors of another Party, non·discriminatory treatment 
with respect to measures it adopts or maintains relating to losses 
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suffered by investments in its territory owing to armed conflict or civil 
strife. 

3. Paragraph 2 does not apply to existing measures relating to subsidies or 
grants that would be inconsistent with Article 1102 but for Article 
11 08(7)(b), 

Arnde 1502: Monopolies IDd State Enterprises 

1, Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent a Party from 
designating a Plonopoly. 

2. Where a party intends to designate a monopoly and the designation may affect 
the interests of persons of another Party, the pany shall: 

(a) wherever possible, provide prior written notification to the other Party of 
the desiifiation; and 

(b) endeavor to introduce at the time of the designation such conditions on 
the operation of the monopoly as will minimize or eliminate any 
nullification or impairment of benefits in the sense of Annex 2004 
(Nullification and Impairment). 

3. Each Party shall ensure, through regulatory control. administrative supervision 
or the application of other measures, that any privately owned monopoly that it 
designates and any government monopoly that it maintains or designates: 

(a) acts in a manner that is not inconsistent with the Party's obligations under 
this Agreement wherever such a monopoly exercises any regulatory, 
administrative or other governmental authority that the Party has 
delegated to it in connection with the monopoly good or service, such as 
the power to grant import or export licenses, approve commercial 
tran9actions or impose quotas, fees or other cbarges; 

(b) except to comply with any tc:rm.s of its designation thllt are not 
inconsistent with subparagraph (e) or (d), acts solely in accordance with 
commercial considerations in its purchase or sale of the monopoly good 
or service in the relevant market, including with regard to price, quality, 
availabllity, marketability, transportation and othertenns and conditions 
of purchase or sale; 

(c) provides non-discrimioatory treatment to investments of investors. to 
goods and to service providers of another Party in its pW'Cbasc: or sale of 
the monopoly good or service in the relevant market; and 

(d) does not use its monopoly position to engage, either directly or 
indirectly, including through its dealings with its parent, its subsidiary·or 
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other enterprise with common ownership, in anticompetitive practices in 
a non-monopolized market in its territory that adversely affect an 
investment of an investor of anotqer Party, including through the 
discriminatory provision of the monopoly good or serVice, cross· 
subsidization or predatory conduct. 

4. Paragraph 3 does not apply to procurement by governmental agencies of goods 
or services for governmental purposes and not with a view to commercial resale 
or with a view to use in the production of a;oods or the provision of services for 
commercial sale. 

5. For purposes of this Article "maintain" means desiplate prior to the dale of entry 
into force of thls Agreement and existing on January I, 1994. 

Article 1503; State Enterprises 

1. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent a Party from 
maintaining or establishing a state enterprise. 

2. Each Party shall ensure, through regulatory control, administrative supervision 
or the application of other measures, that any state enterprise that it maintains or 
establishes acts in a manner that is not inconsistent with the Party's obligations 
under Chapters Eleven (Investment) and Fourteen (Financial Services) wherever 
such enterprise exercises any regulatory I administrative or other governmental 
authority that the Party has delegated to it, sucb as the power to expropriate. 
grant licenses, approve commercial transactions or impose quotas, fees or other 
charges. 

3. Each Party shall ensure that any state enterprise that it maintains or establishes 
accords non-discriminatory treatment in the sale of its goods or services to 
investments in the Party's territory of investors of another Party. 

IV. THE FACTUAL BASIS FOR THE CLAIM 

A. IDt[(!ductioS 

19. This claim arises out ofseverai"measures." within the m~i ofNAFTA 

Article 20 I, adopted or maintained by Canada through the auspices of two entities in the 

Province for which Canada is internationally responsible . The entities are: (a) Be Hydro, 

which is a whoUy·owned Provincial Crown Corporation expressly deemed by its establishing 
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legislarioo to be '"for all its purposes an agent of the government,,,1 and (b) the British Columbia 

Utiliti~ Commission. which is i!l govenunent regulatory body made up of Provincial appointees 

cbarged with administering the Utilities Commission Act, subject to the direction of the 

Lieutenant Governor in Council. 

20. Taken together, these measures and the manner in which they bave been 

implemented have had the effect of depriving Mercer, through Celgar, ofmuc:h of the economic 

benefit of its considerable investment in electricity generation facilities. while Celg!!' s 

competitors - other pulp mills in the Province that have invested in electric 

generation - continue to enjoy more favorable treatment that enahles them to reap substantially 

more of the economic benefits of their own investments. As a result of the challenicO 

measures, which are described further below, until November 2011 Celgar was the only pulp 

mill with self-generation capacity in the Province of British Cohunbia that was restricted from 

accessing any electric power from its local electric utility company, while selling to the market 

any of its self-financed, self-generated electric power. As ofNove:mber 20 II , the regulatory 

landscape changed somewhat, but Celgar remains the only pulp mill with self-generation 

capacity in the Province of Britisb Columbia that is restricted from accessing (directly or 

indirectly) any Be Hydro Heritage Power, while selling any such self-generated power. 

21 . The Province does not apply this power sale policy equally throughout the 

Province, to aU pulp mills with generation capacity, but instead applies it selectively and 

unfavorably against Celgar. The measures have placed edgar in a uniquely disadnntaged 

position vis-a.-vis its competitors, Indeed, Notwithstanding the faet that Celgar is the most 

I The Hydro and Power Authority Act [RSBC 1996], Chapter 212, Section 3(1 ), available at 
http;lIwww.bclaws.calEPLibrarieslbclaws_new/documentllD/freesidclOO_96212_ 01 
#section 1. The Act establishes Be Hydro as a provincial agency with a board of directors 
apPOinted by the provincial govermnent by Order in COWlciJ. 
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energy efficient,lowest carbon footprint pulp mill in British Columbia. and generates more 

electricity than any other Be pulp mill, it is able to cap~e far less of the economic benefit of 

its power generation than any other comparable mill in the Province. The inconsistent 

treatment of similar investors within the same industry within the Province is arbitrary, 

discriminatory, unfair and inequitable. It interferes with the legitimate expectations upon which 

Mercer reasonably relied in investillJ; in the Province, particularly in the expansion of Celgar' s 

generation capabilities. The measures also divert much of the economic benefit of Mercer's 

investment to BC Hydro, a State-owned enterprise which essentially exercises monopoly power 

within the Province, andlor to its customers, without any compensation to Mercer. These 

measures violate Canada's obliaations to U.S. investors under relevant provisions ofNAFT A. 

B. The Belevaot Background 

(1) Pulp Mill Ge.eratio. 

22. NBSK pulp mills purch.,e wood chips and pulp logs (which they the. chip) as 

the principal raw material inputs in their manufacturing process. The kraft process converts 

wood chips into paper pulp by removing lignin and other substances from the wood to free the 

cellulose fibers, through processes involving cooking the chips with chemicals in a digester. 

The pulp is then washed, screened, bleached, and machined to produce sheets of market pulp, 

23 . The lignin in the wood (black liquor) retains: a high energy content, making pulp 

mills ideally suited to also produce energy in the form of both heat and electricity by using this 

biofuel that is a co-product of kraft pulp production. Black liquor contains spent cooking 

chemicals from the kraft process and an aqueo\l3 solution of lignin residues, hemicellulose from 

the wood chips. The black liqu9r contains more than half of the energy content of the wood fed 

into the digester. It is concentrated, through evaporators reducing the amount of water, and can 
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be burned in a recovery boiler both to create the heat required in the pulp mill and 10 power 

steam turbines to generate electricity. (The recovery boiler during the combustion of the black 

liquor also recovers chemicals used in the kraft process, which then are recycJed back into the 

pulping process.) 

24. As a result of its 1993 modernization, the Celgar mill has a modem recovery 

boiler relative to other older British Columbia mills, and, due to technical advancement, the 

mill is able to operate more energy efficienUy than most pulp mills in British Columbia. It can 

extract heat energy to meet the steam needs of its pulp operations from its recovery boiler 

without signjficant use of its power boiler. Approximately·93 percent of all beat energy used at 

Celgar's pulp mill comes from the recovery boiler. Most Briiliih Columbia pulp mills roquire 

si~ficant steam. generation from power boilers and fossil fuels to meet internal steam needs. 

By mass, roughly 47 percent of the wood chips consumed in the Celgar mill are converted to 

pulp; the remaining S3 pen:ent constitutes the woody residuals in the black liquor which are 

burned for energy production. Oftbe energy produced, approximately 50 percent is used as 

heat in the Mill, approximately 36 percent is converted to electricity. and the remainder reflects 

efficiency losses. 

25. 'fhrough cogeneration, the Celgar mill achieves energy efficiencies, and reduces 

total fuel conswnption by some 30-40 percent and greenhouse gas emissions by up to SO 

percent over conventional separate generation facilities. As a result the Celgar mill not only 

has the lowest carbon intensity of any kraft pulp mill in British Columbia but in all of Canada. 

In general, pulp mills are able to achieve these efficiencies because steam turbines do not 

convert all oftbe energy in steam into electricity. (pressurized steam contains kinetic ener&), 
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and thermal enetgy, and the turbine utilize3 mainly the kinetic energy.) The pulp mill is able to 

utilize much of the remaining thermal energy, in its pulp manufacturing process, 

26. The Mill's generation plant and infrasuucture not only achieve energy 

efficiencies, reducing overall cncIi)' consumption. hut produce renewable, clean cneri}'. The 

wood chips that are the primary base source of the plant' s energy production are largely a by-

product of lumber production occurring at numerous sawmills located in the British Columbia 

Interior. The timber used by the sawmills, as well as pulp grade logs that arc chipped for mill 

use, are harvested in a sustainable manner, and provincial stumpage tenure holders must 

reforest areas that they cut. In addition, approximately 20 percent of Celgar's fibre supply is 

imponed from U.S. based sawmills. Wood chips, moreover, are a clean energy source because 

they arc carbon neutral due to the life cycle of the forests where they originate. 

(2) Cle'R Enem Investment agd Capacity at the Ctlnr M1U 

27. As constrUcted by a subsidiary of the Celanese Corporation of America in 1959, 

the Mill originally included a 3.5 MW steam turbine. However, this turbine failed in 1993 and 

was pennanently decommissioned. In 1993, as noted above, the Mill was completely rebuilt at 

Significant cost by its then-owner, ajoint-venture of tbe Chinese International Trust and 

Investment Corp (CITIC) and Stone Con~ner Corp. In 1994, the joint-venrure completed tbe 

installation of a ncw, 52 MW biomass turbine at the Mill site. Unfortunately. due to a period of 

low pu1p prices and the impact of the high debt incurred in the modernization, the Mill's 

owners sought bankruptcy protection in 1998, and the Mill ultimately was put into receivership. 

28. Mercer acquired the Mill in February 2005, from the bankruptcy receiver. 

Mercer then embarked on a series of capital investments. totaling over CS 1 02 million, as 
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described above. These investments enhanced the Mill's operating effieiency and increased the 

Mill's power generation capacity from 52 MW to 100 MW. 

29. Mercer's investment in Celgar since 2005 has been based on the understanding 

that the Mill had two separate but comptementuy business activities - not only its traditional 

putp production operations, but also its operations as a producer and seUer of clean. renewable 

energy. Mercer's business strategy has involved maximizing returns from each ofthesc 

business activjties, with a particular emphasis on expanding Celgar's enerey production wd 

maximizing its sale of electricity to the market. 

(3) Tbe Brjlj,b Colgmbia Regulatory Frnpework 

30. Because the manufacture ofkraft pulp is an energy-intensive process, the Celgar 

mill, in addition to being a large producer of electric energy, is also a large consumer. White its 

native load flucruates, the Mill typically requires roughly 43.S MW of capacity to meet its base 

load. The Mill is physically capable of meeting its power needs by purchasing power from its 

local utility,like other industrial users and retail consumers, or it can utilize its own, self

generated power. The only constraints are those imposed by the Province through its energy 

regulatory regime. 

31. For purposes of the retail distribution of electric power, the Province of British 

Columbie. consists of two distinct geographic service territories. The electricity needs of 

rouihly 90 percent of the Province are supplied directly by BC Hydro. A smaller service area. 

in which the Celgar mill is situated. is served by FonisBC, a privately--owned, reeuJated utility, 

The Celgar Mill is the only pulp mill within the FortisBC service area and Celgar is the only 

pulp mill and generation facility operator fn British Colwnbia that is not a. Be Hydro customer. 

Under the regulatory regime in the Province of British Colwnbia. for practieal purposes, Celgar 
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can only receive access to embedded cost electricity, that includes Heritage Power, through 

FortisBC. Wbile in theory Celgar could purchase electricity directly from BC Hydro, 

Be Hydro has no obligation to serve CeJgar or to make Heritage Power available to Celgar and, 

in fact, has actively opposed Celgar having any access to Heritage Power while selling any of 

its self.generated electricity. 

32. Even within the FortisBC service area, Be Hydro plays a critical indirect role in 

the provision of electric power. FortisBC has its O\Vtl generating assets, but it also relies upan 

BC Hydro far.a significant portian of its power. Under the tenns of 8 1993 PPA between 

FortisBC' and BC Hydro (generally known as the "3808 Agreement'?, FortisBC is entitled to 

purchase continuously up to 200 MWh of power generated from existing resources in the BC 

Hydro service area (including existing hydroelectric facilities), priced on a rolled in or 

"embedded cost" basis, referring to BC Hydro's embedded cost. 

33 . By statute, the Heritage Contract,) and regulatory decisions, Be Hydro is 

obligated to provide energy to its ratepayers based on cost of serVice, not market prices. The 

stated policy goal is to ensure that all British Columbians have continued access to supplies of 

dependable low-cost electricity. Because Be Hydro's embedded com include relatively low, 

2 The original agreement was with FortisBC's predecessor, West Kootenay Power. 
3 The Province's 2002 Energy Plan ("Energy For Our Future: A Plan far BC") wu.PTedicated 
on the notion of "low electriCIty rates and public ownership of B~ldro." Tlie 2002 Energy 
Plan stated: tha.t "BC Hydro ratepa.yers wIll benefit from alegisl heritBge contract that 
locks in the value of existin~ low-cost generation (herit~e energy)! and from the continued use 
of trading revenues to suppfement domestic revenues. The Be Uti ities Commission will 
conduct an inquiry and recommend the terms and conditions of the heritage contract legislation. 
To benefit ratepayers and taxpayers alike, public ownerslYP of Be Hydro .Jeneration, 
transJllission and distribution, assets 'oVill eo:ntipue." 2002 energy Plan, p, 7, B~ed on the . 
CODllms:non's recommendations, the PrOVlnClal Government fhereaftei estabhsbed a "Hentage 
Contract" betw~n BC Hydro's generation line of business and its distribution line of business, 
p_ursuant to Special Direction No. HC2 issued under the BC Hydro Public Power Legacy and 
Heritage Conlract Act, enacted in November 2003. The Heritaee Contract states at t.I1e outset 
that the Province's underlying"policy goal is "to ensure British Columbians have continued 
access to sufficient supplies ot~de,tJc:ncf!l.ble low-cost electricity .. .•• (e~pha!is added). The 
reference to "British C61umbians reflects an intention that all users m tfie Plovince should 
have accC¥ to "s~cient supplies of dependable low-cost electricity," not just users in Be 
Hydro's duect SeJVlce area. 
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historical cost! for its very large older hydroelectric assets, and because they mainly reflect 

Be Hydro's large hydroelectric generating facilities, the price of embedded cost Heritage 

Power is significantly lower than the "market price." To meet incremental growth, Be Hydro 

purchases incremental power at cu:rrent market prices to meet their load. These current market 

prices are rolled into the embedded costs to service incremental load &rO~ including from 

new customen and existing cUS1omer~ at a rolled in or embedded cost rate. Market prices 

reilect, in pan. the utilities ' own marginal generation costs, which would include fuel and other 

costs associated with their least efficient fossil fuel burning plants, as well as the market prices 

paid to independent suppliers and the cunent costs of neW generation installations. 

34. . As a mlltter of overarchiD.g Provincial public policY,low-priced, embedded cost 

Heritage Power is to be made available, on a non-discriminatory basis, to suppon the needs of 

all customers within the Province, including industrial users. The 3808 Aereement thus 

prohibited FortisBC from using the Heritage Power purchased from BC Hydro for any purpose 

other than meeting its service area load requirements, such as by reseUing such power on the 

open market outside its service territory. It did not, however, restrict FortisBC's customers 

with cogeneration capacity, such as Celgar, from selling their own generated electricity while 

purChasing power that included Heritage Power. 

3 S. Because Celgar is not a regulated utility. it is permitted to sell energy at market 

rates rather than cost-based rates, as are all other pulp mills in British Columbia and all other 

independent power producers,. On the other hand, when Celgar purchases energy, like all other 

pulp miU and industrial users in the Province. it wishes to purchase electricity at regulated, 

lower, cost-based rates, The existence of this pricing diffe~tial creates a policy issue for the 

Province concerning the extent to which it permits self-generators of cl~ renewable energy to 
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sell that energy while simultaneously purchasing utility-generated eneraY at a lower price. On 

the ODe hand, the Province has indicated its inta-est in encouraging investment in the production 

of clean, renewable energy, and must recognize the energy efficiencies obtained through 

cogeneration. On the other hand, the supply. of cheap hydro power is limited, and insufficient 

to meet the Province's total energy needs. The Province must decide how to allocate that 

resource, as well as how to allocate the costs of power that mwt be bought at higher cost-based 

and market-based prices , 

36. Celgar recognizes that NAFTA does not dictate any particular set of polic), 

choices for the Province. The Province is frce to decide that self4 &enerating electric customers 

may only seU energy "net oP' their own load, just as it is free to decide that such energy 

producers may sell all energy they produce at market rates. The Province is also free to allow 

access to embedded cost power. that does or does not include Heritage Power, to self

generating electric cwtomers, or not Alternatively, it may draw the line somewh(fre in 

between. As discwsed below, however, ee1gar's complaint is that the Province has failed to 

implement any unifonn line, and thus does not de/acto apply any uniform policy. As a result, 

through ad hoc decisions and measures, the Province now de faCIO treats Celgar in a worse 

fashion than all other similarly situated pulp mills with cogeneration. 

37. As discussed further below, from May of 2009 until November of2011. the 

Province applied a 'tnet of load" requirement only to Celgar, wbich 'was thereby reqUired to 

meet its own electricity needs first, and permined to sell at market rates only excess power, 

after fully satisfying its own Mill load. Commencing in November, 20 II, the Province appears 

to have relaxed the net ofload criteria as it applied to Celga: (thOUgh the practical workings of 

the new regime have not been fomalized or implemented). However, baving done so, the 
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Province has blocked Celiar's access to the benefits of Heritage Power through a different 

mechanism by: (i) directing that FortisBC establish a method to match sales of non·Heritage 

Power from its supply sOUtces to Celgar, while Celgar sells power and to submit such 

methodology to the Commission for its approval by March 31, 2012; and (li) dUectin& that the 

rate payable by Celgar to purchase electricity from FoItisBC, while Celgar exports self-

ienerated electricity that is not net of mill load, will specifically exclude from its calculation 

the benefits of Heritage Power. To the extent that Celgar will be entitled to purchase electricity 

in sueh circumstances from FortisBC, it will do so for a certain (to be detennined) amount of 

electricity, at a specially established (to be determined) "made-for-Celgar-oruy" embedded cost 

rate, modified in its calculation expressly to exclude Heritage Power. To date, the matching 

methodology has not been submitted to, or approved by, the Commission. Celgar thus 

effectively remains blocked from access to any embedded cost power while it sells power that 

is not net of load. 

38. This discriminatory treatment reduces Ce1gar' s actual profitability relative to its 

projected profitability in the absence of such discrimination. and relative to all other pulp mills 

in the Province. as: (i) in the past and for the time being, Celgars access to embedded COSt 

power has been and remains bJocked; (ii) the level al which Cel&&r theoreticallY may be able to 

purchase any embedded cost power in the fUture has not been established, and once established 

may not approximate the levels established for its competiton~ and (iii) all other pulp mills in 

the Province have access to Heritage Power. while Celgar does not, and will not, while selling 

any power not in excess of load. Moreover. it replaces what should be edgar" competitive 

advantage in cneri)' production and efficiency with a competitive disadvantage. In a down 

market for pulp, Celgar will be among the first to be squeezed and potentially rendered 

unprofitable and in a worst-case scenario, forced to shut do'Wll.. Its brcak·even price for wood 
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chips will be lower than its competitors - not because of inherent competitive factors. but solely 

due to the Province's less favorable reiUlatory treatment of Celgar's energy production. 

39. At the time Mercer invested in Celgar, the regulatory treatment of energy sales 

by co-generators was different in the Province's two service territories. Within Be Hydro 's 

suvice area, the issue has, since April 5,2001, been governed by Commission Order G-3S.01,4 

which provided the basis for a series of agreements that Be Hydro thereafter entered into with 

its pulp mill cw'omers. Order 0-38-01 directed BC Hydro, 

to allow [its] customers with idle self-generation capability to sell excess 
self-generated electricity, provided the self-generatiIli customers do not 
arbitrage between embedded cost utility service and market prices. This 
means that B.C. Hydro is not required to supply lilly increased embedded 
cost of service to a ... customer selling its self-generation output to market. 

The Commission explicitly "reeognize[ d1 that considerable debate may ensue over 

whether a self-generator has met this principle," but it directed BC Hydro to make "every effort 

to a&ree on a customer baseline" for affected customers, in order to define for each the notion 

of "idlc" and "excess" capacity (i.e., thc amount of electricity that customers could sell directly 

to the market, after self-supplying a certaia portion of their own mill needs). The Commission 

authorized Be Hydro to base these customer baselines "either on the historical encrgy 

conswnption of the customer or the historical output of the generator. lIS 

40. While this policy on its face may appear close to a "net of load" standard, that is 

not how it in fact has been implemented within Be Hydro's service area. Moreover, pulp mill.! 

in Be Hydro's service area have been compensated financially even for the less onerow 

restrictions imposed on them as a consequence of Order 0 -38-01 . First, at most of these 

• British Columbia Utilities Commission, Order 0-38-01 of April 5, 2001 ("Order G-38-01 'l 
, Order 0-38-01, Section I. 
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facilities, Be Hydro subsidized a significant portion of ~e cost of installing new generation 

equipment. through a series of development subsidies it made available onJy within the 

Be Hydro service area. In exchange for large financial subsidies, the customers then agreed 

partially to displace mill load with self-generated electricity, in "load displacement agreements" 

that were incorporated into the same broader transactions as the development subsidies. In 

other words, BC Hydro compensated these pulp mills generously for wlng their own self

generated power for some portion of their internal needs. 

41. For example, Be Hydro contributed C$18 million towards a CS34.8 million 

30 MW generation project at Weyerhaeuser's (now Damar's) Kamloops pulp mill provided 

that that the first 20 MW of energy produced would be committed to disp!",e the mill', 

domestic load for a period often years. Be Hydro likewise provided Howe with a CSI08 

million interest free loan in 1990 in connection With its installation of an 86 MW turbine. 

Be Hydro also provided Canfor with a CS49 million subsidy in connectioD. with the installation 

of a 49 MW turbine at Canfor's Prince George :pulp mill, in exchange for the plant agreeing to 

use 390 G\Vhrs per year to displace energy purchases from Be Hydro, for a period of 15 years. 

42. Be Hydro also ailCed with the pulp mills in its area that the "customer 

baselines" referenced in Order G-3 8-0 I - referred to in the load displacement agreements and 

hereafter as "generator baselines," or "GBLs" • need net be set at the level of actual, current 

mill needs. but rather could be set at much lower levels linked to original generating capacity 

prior to the installation oj new generaringjacilities. The Commission approved these 

agreements, in its capacity as regulator of "rates" set by utilities in the Province. 

43. As a result, 10 Celgar's knowledge, there is no pulp mill in the BC Hydro service 

area with a GBl set at actual, current mill usage. Correspondingly, there is, and bas 
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historically been, no pulp mill in the BC Hydro senice area that is permitted to sell energy m 
in excess of its current mill load. All such mills purchase energy to service mill load (while 

selling self-generated electricity) at rates that include the benefit of the Heritage Power denied. 

to Celgar. And all mills in BC Hydro's service area that face GBL restrietions agreed to the 

restriction and were paid for it. 

44. Until recently, none of these practices had any bearing on Celgar, because Order 

G·38·0l applied only within Be Hydro's service area. No similar restriction applied within 'the 

FortisBC service area in which Ccigar was located. Iu noted above, the 1993 3808 Agreement 

between FortisBC and Be Hydro, which agreement provided up to 200 MW of Be Hydro 

power to Fortis Be at embedded cost rates, did not prohibit Fortis~C from selling to its 

customers low·cost Heritage Power obtained from Be Hydro, even if those customen bad self· 

generation capabilities. Indeed, it did not require FortisBC to impose any restrictions on its 

customers ' use of such power. Because there was nO legal restriction on self.generators in the 

FortisBC service area., there was no need either for FortisBC to offset the financial impact of 

restrictions, by offering compensation for load displacement agreements or by negotiating 

GBLs at any particular level, historic or otherwise. Notably. all ofCelgar' s current generating 

twbines were installed after 1993, after the Commission approved the 3808 Agreement. 

45. In rcliance on the regulatory framework applicable to the FortisBC service area, 

Celgar developed a business and investment strategy which, in pertinent pan, focused on 

maximizing its return as a producer and seller of clean energy, as well as from traditional pulp 

production operations. Celgar had no intention of trading in energy products, such as by 

moving in and out of the spot energy market depending upon pricing, but rather simply sought 

to operate two distinct and equally legitimate business lines. First, the pulp production line 
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would purchase power needed for its manufacturing operations, in the same fashion as all other 

industrial users in the Province. Celgar would never draw power from FortisBC in excess of 

the actual usage of its pulp plant and machinery. Second, Celgar's energy production line 

would draw upon the "black liquor" produced as a byproduct of its pulp operations, and bum 

this input, in part, to create clean energy for sale to third parties at commercial prices. 

46. Ceigar took several important steps to implement its btisiness plan. First, 

following the acquisition of the Mill and energy generation facilities, Celgac made strategic 

capital invesunents totaling approximately $102 million, focusing to a large extent on 

increasina energy production, and including a near-doubling of the Mill's &C'Deration capacity 

to 100 MW. 

47. Second, on August 21. 2008, Celi:1lf negotiated and executed a Power Supply 

Agreement with FortisBC (the "2008 PSA'') pursuant to which FortisBC agreed to supply all 

of Celgar's Mill load (Le., its energy requiremcuts for pulp manufacturing) at FortisBC's 

average embedded oost of energy. This would consist of costs attributable to Fortis' own 

generation assets as well as to any incremental energy purchases from Be Hydro under the 

3808 Agreement. This 2008 PSA would have enabled Celgar, pursuant to its bwiness strategy, 

to sell its self-generated clean energy at market prices, thus obtaining a competitive return on its 

investm.ent in its separate energy business line, while continuing to operate its pulp production 

business line using energy inputs obtained on the same basis applicable to other industrial users 

in the Province. Celgar and FortisBC filed the 2008 PSA with the Commission. 

48. Third, on January 27, 2009, Celgar finalized an energy sales agreement with 

BC Hydro (the "Celg", EPA',), under which BC Hydro became the primary purchaser of. 

portion of Celgar's CIlergy production. The Cclgar EPA was negotiated. pursuant to one of 
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BC Hydro's public calls for proposals (the "Bioenergy Call for Power (phase I)"), initiated in 

February of2008. as pan oithe Province's policy to promote green energy. Under the eclgar 

EPA, once Ceigar's Clean Energy Project addin, the new 48 MW turbine was completed. and 

the newly-installed generation assets achieved commercial operation, Celgar would sell to BC 

Hydro all energy it produced above an established baseline. That baseline was set on a seasonal 

basis, but translated. to roughly 40 MW on IlIl hourly basis. Notably, this baseline was not 

intended as a OBL, as in the power displacement agreementS BC Hydro had implemented in its 

own service territory, but rather simply as a point of demarcation establishing the parties' 

purchase and sale oblia;ations. 

49. Celgar had wished to be able to sell all of its energy production to BC Hydro. 

but BC Hydro de<lined to purchase any elec1ricity below the 40 MW baseline. The 

understanding, set forth in a Side Letter, was that Celgar could still sell energy below the 40 

MWh baseline to other purchasers, provided that the Commission ultimately approved the 

Celgar-FortisBC plan reflected in the 2008 PSA. or a similar arrangement under which edgar 

proposed to purchase all or a portion of its electricity needs for the Mill from FortisBC while 

selling self-generated electricity. 

C. Tbe Cb.Pegged Measure! 

50. These plans all were frustrated, however, by the measures challenged in this 

case. On May 6, 2009, the Commission issued Order G48-09 and an accompanying Decision,' 

granting an application made by Be Hydro to amend the 3808 Agreement between FortisBC 

6 British Columbia Utilities Commission Order Numbcr 0.48.09 of May 6, 2009 ("Order G· 
48-09',), and British Columbia Utilities Commission, /n tht Malter of British Columbia Hydro 
and Power Authority and Application to Amend Stetion 2. J of Rate Schedule 3808 Pow~ 
Purchase Agreemenl, Deeision of May 6, 2009 C'D«ision Accompanying Order 0-48-09',). 
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and BC Hydro.7 That proceeding addressed actions already being undetUken by the City of 

Nelson opportu.D.istically to vary its purchases of embedded cost power from Fortis Be (which 

ForusBC would obtain in part from Be Hydro under the 3808 Agreement), moving in and out 

of the market in order to benefit at particular times from selling self.generated power at market 

prices. All parties understood. however, that any ruling in the proceeding would also affect 

Celgar's 2008 PSA with FortisBC, pursuant to which Celgar had. agreed to purchase on a finn 

and consistent basis all of its Deeds from ForusBC, while. selling all or its self·generated power 

(BC Hydro's application t9 amend the 3808 Agreement was filed with the Commission just 

three weeks after PortisBC filed the 2008 PSA Y.'ith the Commission for its approval). Celgar 

was a party to the proceeding as it explicitly addressed Celgar's situation as well as that afthe 

City of Nelson. 

51. The express purpose of the amendment was effectively to bar FortisBC from 

proceeding both with its existing sale of embedded cost power to the City of Nelson. and its 

planned sale of such power to Celgar under the 200S PSA. unless and until those self· 

generating customers first fully supplied their own power needs (their "load") through self-

generation. The Co.rnnUssion expressly acknowledged that the then--cxisting legal framework 

did not bar FottisBC's sale of Heritage Power to meet the operating needs of customers with 

cogeneration capacity. while selling ;clf.gcneratcd electricity, but it ordered the 

3808 Agreement amended to add such a restriction. Under Order 0·48·09, the 

3808 Agreement was amended to state that "(t)he electricity purchased [by FortisBC from Be 

, The Province of British Columbia, tluough the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum 
Resources, another govequnent entity for which Canada is internationally responsible, sought 
and received standing in the proceeding, and argued in favour ofBC Hydro's pOSition. 
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Hydro] under this ae:reement ... sha1l not be sold to any FortisBC customer when such 

customer is selling self-generated electricity which is not in excess of its load." 

~ \JltJI \Jot" 

52. The effect of this measure was twofold. Fust, it blocked directly Celgar's access 

to any Be Hydro Heritage Power while Celgar was selling any of its self-&:enerated electricity, 

to Be Hydro under the Celgar EPA, or to others. Second, it blocked indirectly edgar's access 

to any embedded cost power from FortisBC, including power Fortis generated from its own 

hydroelectric a3sets. FortisBC took the position that, because it was unable physically to 

segregate Be Hydro power from the other power sources making up its resource stack, the on1y 

way it could ensure that it was not transfemng BC Hydro Heritage Power to Celgar when 

Celgar was itself selling power was to refuse to supply any power to Celgar at those times. 

53. The Commission made clear in the Decision accompanying Order 0-48-09 that 

the self-generation requirement newly imposed on Celgar ("not in excess of its load',) would 

apply to alJ of its actual Mill needs, as measured currently. and not simplY to amounts set by 

reference to historic generating capacity. Cclgar was permitted to sell to the market only 

"power generated nct of load on a dynamic basis. "I In effect, Order 0-48-09 required complete 

mandatory load displacement by Celgar. The order effectively permitted edgar only to sell 

energy "net of load," such that it was required entirely to self-supply the power needs of one of 

its business lines (the pulp mill) before it could offer the products of its second business line 

(clean power) for sale to the market, Ifit failed to do so, access to power from FortisBC would 

be cut off, leaving the mill stranded, subject only to its right to purchase and wheel electricity to 

the min through the open market - a scenario that would eliminate access to embedded cost 

power, including Heritage Power, and drastically reduce the value ofCelgar's generation assets 

• Decision Accompanyin& Order G-48·09, at 28, 29. 
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and profitability of its energy sales. Because Celgar is the only pulp mill itl the FortisBC 

service area, the effect of the Commission's order was to impose this severe restriction only on 

one pulp mill - Cdgar's . 

54. The limitation differed substantively from the far less restrictive limitations the 

Commission had imposed de facro in the Be Hydro service area. There. as noted. the 

Commission had previously permitted and approved compensation to co-generators for load 

displacement agreements, as well as flexibility in establishing GBLs, while permitting such 

mills continued access to Heritage Power while they sold ~lectricity. The only limitation they 

fate is that they must use their own power to meet their mil110ad only up to Ihe amount of their 

historic GBL - a restriction for w~ich many received compensation. Cclgar, unlike the pulp 

mills in Be Hydro's service area, received no compensation for its mandatory load 

displacement. and no subsidy for its investtnent in clean energy generation. CeJgar also 

received, defacto, the most restrictive GBL possible - one tied to its cwrent. actual mill 

load - whereas other pulp mills throughout the Province were less severely restricted.9 Other 

pulp mills instead enjoy the benefits of GBls set at generating capaeity levels predating their 

incremental investment in expanded generating capacity, and that are significantly below their 

actual Mill loads, while also enjoying accCS$ to Heritage Power. 

55. For example, Be Hydro's 2009 EPA with Tembec sets the GBl for its 

Skookwnchuck mill at 14 MW. which coincides with jts historical generation capacity from the 

1990s. Although Tembec's actual mill load is 28 MW, il is permitted to sell aJI generation over 

9 The Commission expressly acknowledged that its decision raised issues about wh~ther there 
was a. "level playing field!> between self-generating utility customers in the Forti:sBC service 
territory and those in the Be Hydro service territory under Order G-38-01. Nevertheless, it 
expressly declined in that proceeding to impose a unifonn policy applicable to all self· 
generators in the Province, Or to initiate a new proceeding for such purpose. Decision 
Accompanying Order G~48·09, at 14-16. 21-22. 
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14 MW to the market, while making purchases of embedded cost power, that include Heritage 

Power. from BC Hydro, to service the (14 MW) balance of its actual mill needs. Similarly, 

under the tenus of a 2008 agreement, Domtar's Kamloops millis obli&ated to self~suppl:y only 

20 MW, based on its historical generating capabilities from the 1970,. The Domtar mill's 

ClJJTent load is SO MW. Thus, Domtar is permitted to sell to the market all generation above 

20 MW. while makini purchases of embedded. cost power that include Heritage Power, from 

BC Hydro, to service the 30 MW balance of its mill load. The Port Mellon mill owned by 

Howe apparently has a similar arrangement, in which it will self-supply only about 20 percent 

of its mill load requirements, purchasing in excess of 400 GWhlyear from Be Hydro to service 

its load while at the same time selling 400 GWhlyear of its own generation output to BC Hydro. 

Canfor's Prince George mill apparently also is &bie to sell a portion of its self-generation that 

was previously wed to supply mill load, while purchasing embedded cost power that includes 

Heritage Power from BC Hydro to satisfy an increased portion of its load requirements. Under 

the recently-annoWlced (January 4, 2012) agreement between BC Hydro and Nanaimo, 

Nanaimo (to the best of Cdgar's ability to calculate, based on publicly disclosed infonnation) 

will be obligated to self·supply slightly less than SO percent of its mill load while selling power 

in excess of such amount to BC Hydro. In each case, the mill receives the benefit of Heritage 

Power denied, in similar circumstances, to Celgar. 

56. Order G-48-09 thus altered the regulatory landscape tbal applied to Cel&ar's 

energy sales. It did so in a way that placed CeJgar in a uniquely disadvantaged position in the 

Province, CeJgar enjoyed none of the benefits the Be Hydro had agreed to provide, and the 

Commission had authorized it to provide, to competing pulp mills in the Be Hydro service 

area, such as. development subsidies for expanding cogeneration capability and compensation 

for load displacement Under Order 0-48-09, the Commission took away the one benefit that 
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Celpr enjoyed to the exclusion of Be Hydro's customers - the ability to sell self-generated 

energy without limitation - and replaced that benefit (at Be Hydro's and the Province of British 

Columbia's urging) with an actual "net of load" restriction more severe than it required from 

any pulp mill in BC Hydro's service area. Thus, Celgac became the only pulp mill in the 

Province effectively required by Commission Order to apply all of its self-generation to mill 

load before heini able to sell any electricity in the market. 

57. Following the Commission's issuance of Order 0-48-09, Celgac commenced a 

second proceeding requesting that it remedy just this last difference in regulatory treatment. It 

reminded the Commission oCBC Hydro's practice of establishing GBLs for its customers at 

historic generation levels well below actual mill load. Because FortisBC considered itself 

constrained. by Order G-48"()9 from voluntarily agreeing to any OBL for Celiar that was below 

actual Mill load. Celgar requested that the Commissioo detennine a GBL for Celiac on a basis 

that would be comparable to the OBLs the Commission had previously approved for mills in 

Be Hydro's service area - namely, a GBL based on an historical generation capacity level. On 

October 19,2010, the Commission refused to establish a GBL for Celgar, suggesting in Order 

0-156-10 and ~ accompanying Decision1o that any GBL was a matter for FortisBC's 

discretion. The Commission later denied reconsideration of its ruling. through Order G-3-11 

and an accompanying Decision issued on January 12.2011 .11 The Conunission thus firmly 

10 British Colwnbia Utiliti .. Conunission, Order Nwnber 0-156-10 of October 19, 2010 
("Order 0-156-10"), and British Columbia Utilities Commi"ion, In the Matl~r 0/ FortisBC Inc. 
2009 Rale D~sign and Cost a/Service Analysis, Decision of October 19, 2010 ("Decision 
Accompanying Order 0-156-10"). 
II British Co!wnbia Utilities Commission, Order Number 0-3-11 oflamwy 12,2011 C'Order 
G-3-11"), and Brjtish Columbia Utilities Commission, In the Matt,,. of an Application by 
Zellstof/Celgar Limiled Partnership/or Reconsjderation a/Commission Order G-156-10 and 
the Reasons for D~ci3ion regarding the FortisBC Inc. 2009 Rate Design and Cost ofS~rvfce 

(FOtmiOT6 COIm1lV£lJ ON N£X7 fAC6) 
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relegated Celia: to being the only pulp mill with self-generation capacity in the Province that 

lacked a OBL, much less onc using an historical reference point, and that could only sell energy 

"net of load." 

58. By virtue oCthe mandatory load displacement measure ordered by the 

Commission at BC Hydro's request, and the Commission's subsequent refusal to establish any 

GBL for Celgar comparable to these it approved for mills in BC Hydro's service area, Celgar 's 

sale.!! of electricity wcre significantly more limited than they otherwise would have been, and 

the profitability O'fit:!! energy operations was mueh reduced. Indeed, much of the benefit of 

Mercer's investment in cogeneration facilities at Celgar was diverted to' others, without any 

compensation to Mercer. 

59. In particular, Be Hydro could continue 10 offer to 'he market (a' bigher ratc.) 

the power that it otherwise would have been required to' sell to FortisBC at embedded cast rates, 

for FomsBC to cover Celglll"s energy needs for operation of its Mill . The Cqmruissian has 

itself acknowledged that Be Hydro was the immediate econO'mic beneficia.ry of its measures. II 

stating in the Decision Accompanying Order G·156-1 0 that had Celgar been able to purchase 

its mill load at embedded cost rates the wily other industrial facilities in FortisBC's region are 

(FOOT'Nt'JR COWT1Nt1U1 nt:JN ' UJ'IOtu ' AG6) 

and Analysis Application, Decision of January 12.2011 ("Decision Accampanying Order G-
156-10"). 
12 It is a factual question, potentially relevant for later proceedings, whether BC Hydro passes 
through to its ratepayers aU afthe benefits it gains from being able to' sell (at expon prices) the 
additional energy it otherwise would have had to supply to Celgar through FortisBC (at 
embedded cost rates). Be Hydro elaimed, in the proceedings before the Commission. that its 
motivation at all times was to protect the interest.! of its ather ratepayen. However. whether the 
benefits ofCelgar's investment in cogeneration have been divcmed simply to Be Hydro, or 
ultimately to Be Hydro 's ather ratepayer!, is not critical. The relevant point is that those 
benefits have been diverted from CeJgar and its shareholder Mercer - who made the underlying 
inve!tments that made self-supply of power possible in the first place - in violatian of the 
investment protection principles ofNAFTA. 
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permitted to do for their power needs, this "would oblige BC Hydro to pay incremental prices 

for the power or lose export. opportwrities.lI13 In other words, BC Hydro gains export 

opportunities (at commercial rates) that are directly proportionate to Celgar's loss of export 

opporttmities, for power generated by Celgar as a result of its entirely self-fmanced investment 

in new generating capacity. 

60. Celgar continued to fight against the discriminatory and unfair treatment it was 

receiving from Be Hydro and the Commission. On March 25, 2011, Celgar filed Ii Complaint 

before the Commission against FortisBC, asking the Commission to establish terms for a 

general services agreement between Celgar and Fortis. The proceeding raised several issues 

concerning the terms and rates under which Ceigar could obUrln power from FortisBC, and thus 

afforded the Commission an opportunity to revisit its earlier Orders insofar as Fortis was 

constrained by those Orden. On November 14, 2011, the Commission issued Order G-lS8-11 

and an accompanying Decision,l. which further modified the energy regulatory regime 

applicable to Celgar. The Commission continued the absolute ban on Celgar's access to any 

Heritage Power from Be Hydro under the 3808 Agreement, while Celgar was selling any 

power net of load. However, it opened the door for Celgar to obtain "some" amount of 

FortisBC's own embedded cost power, from other power resources available to FortisBC other 

than BC Hydro Heritage Power. However. CeJgar was not permitted to negotiate such an 

agreement directly with FortisBC, in the same manner as other pulp mills had been able to 

13 Decision Accompanying Order G·156-1 0, at 103. In addition to Be Hydro 's role as the 
largest electrical utility in the Province and often the supplier of last resort, it buys and sells 
power on domestic and international markets through its subsidiary, Powerex. BC Hydro books 
substantial revenues as a result of its export sales. 
14 British Columbia Utilities Commission, Order Number 0-188-11 of November 14, 2011 
("Order G-188-11"), and British Columbia Utilities Commission, In the Matter ofZellstoff 
eelgar Limited Partnership, Decision of November 14) 2011 (,'Decision Accompanying Order 
0-188-11"). 
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negotiate similar agreements, for access to embedded cost power. With Be Hydro. Instead, the 

COmmlssion ordered FortisBC first to consult with "aU classes of its customers to detennine 

guidelines for the level of non~PPA embedded cost power to which elieible self-generation 

customer should be entitled,·' before returniog to the Commission with a proposal by March 31, 

2012. " 

61. Specifically, the Commission first resolved Fortis' concern that supplying any 

power at all to edgar when Celgar was selling its own cogeneratcd power would put FonisBC 

automatically in violation of its amended 3808 Agreement wi.th Be Hydro. The Commission 

detennined that FortisBC oowd establish and apply a "matching" method that wowd involve 

FortisBC purchasing non-Herilaie Power 00 the open market for resale to Celgar, in amounts 

that would need to coincide with Celgar's sales of self-generation In other words, FortisBC, for 

example, could sell .IO MW hours of electricity to Celgar if it could establish that it made an 

incremental purchase of 10 MW hours from a non-Heritage Power somce, and thereby 

"demonstrate" that it was not drawing the power from BC Hydro under the 3808 Agreement. 

Second, the Commission detennined that Celgar was entitled to "some amount of FortisBC 

non~BC Hydro PPA embedded cost power while selling power,,, I' 

62. The effect of Order G-188·11 is twofold. First, it provides for a notional 

mechanism through which PorusSC will be able to segregate Heritage Power from its resource 

stack, so as to enable FortisBC to sell electricity to Celgar, while Celgar exports self-generated 

electricity. Secondly, it recognizes an entitlement in favour of Celgar to receive "some 

amoWlt" (to be determined) of electricity from its utility when selling its own power, at & "made 

I' Decision Aecompanying Order 0.1 &&·11 at 38. 
16 Id. 
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for CeIgar" embedded cost rate that excludes all benefits that would otherwise be derived from 

the hived-off Herita&e Power. 

63. This decision does not resolve the Province's unduly discriminatory treabnent of 

Celgar. It only further complicates it. Alone among pulp mills with self-generating capacity in 

British CoIwnbia, Celgar still is denied any access to Heritage Power from Be Hydro while the 

Mill also is selling power. And while Celgar nominally will be permitted to buy "some" power 

from FortisBC, it can do so only under a made-for-Celgar scheme whereby Fortis BC first is 

reqUired to go out and buy the equivalent amount of power on the open market. to establish that 

it can sell power to Celgar without drawing on PPA power acquired from BC Hydro under the 

3808 Agreement This scheme necessarily will increase Fortis' costs and thus the price to be 

paid by Celgar. Finally, Celgar will be subject to a discriminatory process whereby Fortis8C 

mwt first consult with iu: other customers. to determine their views of any impact, before 

proposing how much power it can sell to Cclgar. 

64. As a result, both the substantive and procedural regulatory reeime by which 

Celgar will obtain power is exclusive to Celgar among all pulp mills in British Columbia. 

While substantial uncertainty remains, the regime ensures that: (i) Celgar's ability to purchase 

electricity to meet the needs of its pulp mill while Celgar is selling self-generated electricity has 

been limited, and will continue to .be limited; and (ii) the price it will pay for such power is 

higher than if it were afforded similar access to embedded cost power, including to Heritage 

Power, as is every other pulp mill in British Colwnbia. The current regulatory regime Ctlntinues 

to deprive Celgar olmuch of the benefit of its invt:Stment in self-generation, by continuing to 

effectively limit access to embedded cost power and by permanently cutting offCc1gar's access 

to Be Hydro Heritage Power made available to its competitor pulp mills. 
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65. Moreover. this forced diversion oftbe benefits of Celpr's invewDent to 

BC Hydro (a provincial Crown corporation expressly deemed an asent of the State) has been 

implemented without any consideration of principles of equal treatment.. As discussed above, 

the approach that Be Hydro and the Commission have adopted vis-a·vis Celgar is 

fundamentally inconsistent and irreconcilable with the more favo~ble practices adopted vis·!.· 

vis other similarly siruated investors in pulp mills in the Province. It is based on the imposition 

of selectively restrictive policics on Cclgar (which is not Be Hydro's customer), without any 

attempt to impose similar policies on Celgar's direct competitors (who are Be Hydro's 

customers). 

66. This unequal treatment cannot be rationally explained by the fact that Celgar is 

located outside BC Hydro 's service territory. Indeed, the Commission continues to 

discriminate against Celgar even within FortisSC's territory. This is confirmed by a new 

Commission decision issued on Deeember 1.2011 involving the Canadian·owned company 

Tolko Industries Ltd., which operates a sawmill that includes a biomass plant in Kelowna, Be. 

The power plant includes a turbine that generates electricity both for operating the sawmill and 

for sale to third panies. Following the Commission's issuance of Order 0·48·09, Tolko in 

March 2011 sought affirmation from the Commission of an October 25. 2001 Order that had 

established a 2 MW GBl for its power plant. allowing it in principle to seU all of its generated 

powtr ebove that OSL, while simultaneously accessing Heritage Power from BC Hydro 

through the City of Kelowna. As a practical matter, Tolko never availed itself of this 

opportunity. so its March 2011 application e&sentially sought C<lnfirmation that it now could 

begin selling its self~generated power, based on the 2001 Order. It was clear that the previously 

approved GSL of2MW did not represent Tolko's actual net load, which was significantly 

hieher. 
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67. Celgar participated in the Tolko proceeding, and explicitly urged the 

CoJllIIlission to use that proceeding to ensure equal treatment. For example, Celgar stated as 

follows: 

Celgar submits that if the net ofIoad criteria applies to CeJgar it mwt 
also apply to Tolko. Conversely, if the net of load criteria docs not apply to 
Tolko then it should not apply to Celg8l'. Celgar further submits that if a 
GBL is available to Tolko it must abo be available to Celgar.11 

68. BC Hydro, in tum, noted that Tolko's application necessarily would have an 

impact on Be Hydro, albeit indirectly: 

Tolko has acknowledged that if it does begin to seU its Incremental 
Power, that has to date been used to first serve its load, then it assumes it 
will need to increase its energy purchases from the City of Kelowna. If 
these increased energy requirements would be ultimately sourced from the 
PPA [through FOJ1isBCJ, then Be Hydro's energy requirements would 
increase. The consequence of Tolko 's change in use of its generation and 
increased purchase requirements would, in that case, impact BC Hydro and 
its ratepayers. II . 

69. The requested (re)approval ofTolko's entitlement to sell po~r not in excess of 

its own operating req~rements, while replacing such power with electricity from FortisBC, 

inclusive of Herita&e Power, would have the same effect (other than as to ma&Ditude) as that of 

a similar approval granted to edgar, Nonetheless, in an Order and accompanying Decision 

dated December I , 2011,19 the Commission ifanted T olko's application) without imposing any 

17 Final Submission ofZellstoffCela&r Limited Partnership, June 17, 2011, Re: An Application 
by TolkD Industries Ltd. Kelowna Division/or Reaffirmation a/its Abfliry to Sell Pawer 
Generation In Excess a/the First 2MW a/Generation, at f 7. 
11 Final Submission of Be Hydro, June 17,2011 , Re: An Application by TolkD Industries Ltd. • 
Kelawna DiviSion/or Reajfirmt200n a/its Ability to Sell Power GeneJ'arion In Excess a/the 
Fit'st 2MW o/Gtntrarion. at page 3. 
19 British Colwnbia Utilities Commission, Order Number 0-198-11 of December I, 2011 
("Order 0-198-11 It), and British Columbia Utilities Commission. Rf: An A.ppllcation by T oileo 
Industries Ltd. - Kelowna Division/or Reaffirmation a/its Ability to Sell Power Generation In 
Excess a/the First 2MW o/Generation, Dec.ision of December 1, 2011 ("Decision 
Accompanying Order 0·198·11 '). 
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of the special requirements (non-Be Hydro sources, notional matching, consultation with other 

ratepayers. etc.) that it had im~sed on edgar. 

70, The Commission's decision in "the Tolke case reveals the true depth of the 

unequal treatment to which Cclgar has now been relegated. This dlseriminatory treatment bas 

been applied on a Province-'Wide basis, in both Be Hydro's service territory and now within 

FortisBC's territory. The effect is to seriously harm Celgar's competitive position vis·a-vis 

other pulp m.ills in British Columbia. As a direct result of these measures, Ccigar has moved 

from being first overall to being in the bottom third, on a competitive cost curve, amongst pulp 

mills in British Columbia with self-generation capacity. 

v. NAFTA VIOLATIONS 

A. Canada's ResPODSibility under NAFIA 

71 , Under NAFT A and applicable principles ofintcmationallaw. Canada is 

responsible not only for the actions of central government officials. but also by officials in the 

Province of British Columbia. This accepted rule of State responsibility clearly extends to 

prOvincial regulatory entities like the Commission. 

72. Canada also is responsible for the actions of BC Hydro, which qualifies as both a 

"state enterprise" and a Ugovemment monopoLy" under Article 1505 ofNAFTA. Anicle 

1503(2) ofNAFTA confirms that Canada has a direct responsibility to ensure that state 
i 

enterprises like Be Hydro act consistently with Chapter Eleven obligations "wherever such 

enterprise exercises any regulatory, administrative or other governmental authority that 

[Canada) has delegated to it." Similarly, Article 1502(3)(0) ofNAFT A confums that Canado is 

responsible for ensuring that any government monopoly acts consistently with Canada's 

obligations under NAFTA, whenever it "exercises any regulatory, administrative or other 
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governmental authority that [Canada] bas delegated to it in connection with the monopoly good 

i 
or senrice. ,,20 In this case, at relevant times, Be Hydro specifically claimed to be acting in the 

I 

interest of its ratepayers as a whole when it Sfgbt a Commission order amending the 

3808 Agreement knowingly and intentionallyb the detriment ofCelgar, while simultaneoUSly , 

according more favorable treattnent to other p~p mills in the Provinc~ with respect to a 

resource over which BC Hydro exercises monopoly power. By its own statements. therefore, 
, 

this action was governmental rather than privtde in nature. Indeed, as previously noted. the 
: , 

legislation that establishes BC Hydro (the Hydro and Power Authority Act) explicitly states. in 

Section 3(1), that " (t]he authority is for all its purposes an agent of the ioverrunent and its , 
I 

powers may be exercised only as an agent of the government"lJ Funher. and as previously 
I 

noted, the Province also directly argued in favPur of the disputed measure. , 

73. As discussed more fully belowl the actions of these entities were in breach of 
I 

Canada', obligations under Seetion A ofC1ter Eleven and Articles 1503(21 and 1502(3)(0) 

ofNAFTA. By reason of Canada's breach orrts obligations, Mercer, an investor of a Party as 

defined in Sec:tion C ofNAFTA Chapter Elev n, has incurred damages in relation to Celgar, an 

20 Canada has al,o committed, under NAFT~Article 1503(3) to ensure that BC Hydro (as a 
state enterprise) "accords non-diScriminatory~' eatment in the sale of its goods or services to 
investment in [Canada] of investors of [the U ·ted States]." Canada has expressly confumed, 
in Annex 150.5, that the non-discrimination 0 ieation in Article 1503(3) applies to Crown 
corporations within the meaning of the Finane at Administration Act or any comparable 
provincial law. Canada also has an oblieationlunder NAFTA Article 1~02(3)(c) to ensure that 
government monopolies likewise provide non<kiip'seriminatory treatment to investments of U.S. 
investors in their purchase or sale of mono pol goods and services. However, unlike the 
obligation, in Article 1503(2) and 1502(3)(.), mob are expressly covered by Canada' , 
consent to arbitration in Artiel., 1116(1)(1) ~ 1117(I)(a), Canada ha, Dot consented to 
arbitration of claim, for breach of Articles 15 3(3) and 1502(3)(c). 
11 See supra note 1. 
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investment of Mercer as also defined in Secti n C of Chapter Eleven. Hence, Mercer is entitled 

to compensation for Canada's failure to comp y with its obligations.u 

74. The particular NAFTA btoach are detailed below. 

B. Canada'. Breach of Obligati as Under Articles 1102 and 1103 . NAtioaal 
Tnatment and MOlt .. Favor Nation Treatment 

75. NAFTA Article 1102, in subse tion, (I) and (2), obligates Canada, to accord to 

Mercer IUld 1£.5 investments in Canada "treatrnlnt no less favorable" than that it accords to 

investors of Canadian nationality and to their lnvestments. with respect to the "establishment. 

acquisition. expansion, management, condue operation, and sale or other disposition of 

investments." The NAFTA Parties explicitly onfinned, in Arti'le 1102(3), that constituent 

provinces (such as British Columbia) are requ cd to honor these obligations. providina: foreigD 

investors and their investments "treatment no ess favorable than the most favorable treatment 

accorded, in l~e circumstances, by that . ,. pr vince" to national investors. 

76. Silliilarly, Articl< 1103 in subp graphs (1) and (2), obligates Canada to accord 

to Mercer and its investments in Canada <'trea ent no less favorable" than that it accords to 

investors that are nationals of any other State r to their investments. In essence, this most· 

favored nation requirement requires that a treat investors from the United States as well 

as it treats investors from any other country. 

i7. In effect, these NAFTA provis ns make it illegal for Canada to discriminate 

against a U.S. investor's activities in Canada, comparison with any other investor (whether a 

Cana~ian national or a national of another S e) thar is in "like circumSW1ces." For purposes 

" In Articles 1116(1) and 1117(2) ofNAFT ,Canada has consented to arbitration cfony 
claims thai it has btoa<bed an obligation unde Section A of Chapter Eleven, Article 1503(2) or 
Article IS02(3Xa). 
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of this standard, the relevant comparator is in[ estors in the same economic or business sector as 

Celgar, who serve as C~lgar'S market comp1tors, That includes, at minimum, all other pulp 

mills in British Columbia with electric co·ge eration facilities, that also purchase electricity; 

Celgar competes directly in the sa1e of pulp d in the purchase of pulp logs and wood chips 

with pulp mills throughout the Province. IU bly, the eomparator might also include other 

non·utility self·&enerators of electricity in th Province, such as (for example>,the Tolko saw 

mill in FortisBC's service territory. 

78. A measure need not be discri 'natary on its face (tkjure) to violate Articles 

1102 and 1103 , These NAFTA provisions m y be violated by measures that are neutral on 

their face but that have a discriminatory e{fee either as a natural consequence of their terms or 

because of the particular way they have been mplemenled. The key inquiry under NAFT A is 

into the impact of the measures, I.e" whether ey effectively have altered competitive 

relationships by treating a particulaiforeign i vestor or investment less favorably than similarly 

situated investtnents owned by nationals or in eston of other States, 

79. Here, as discussed above, the a tions (and failures to act) of the Commission and 

BC Hydro clearly violated Articles 1102 and 103. They have singled out the Canadian 

operations of Mercer, a single U,S. investor, fl r treatment regarding the sale of self· generated 
I 

energy that i! far more restrictive than that affbrded to all other pulp mills with cogeneration 

I 
capacity in the Province. These other pulp mills have been pennitted to obtain significant value , 
from their investment in increased COienerati~, both: (i) directly throu&h development 

i 
subsidies and as compensation for load displaC;ement agreements; and (ij) indirectly by 

: 
allowing them to service a portion of their aC, aJ mill loads with Heritage Power purchased at 

reeuiated, embedded cost rates, while simultarkously selling at higher market rates all of their 
I 

I , 
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co-generated power above GBLs set at histor c load or generation levels that are significantly 

below current mill loads. By contrast. Be H dro affirmatively intervened to request, and the 

Commission thereafter ordered (by Order G 8-09), an amendment ofBC Hydro's 

3808 Agreement with FortisBC for the exprer purpose of preventing FortisBC from selling 

embedded-cost Heritage Power to Celgar, unless and until CelgAr has actually satisfied its 

entire Mill load (measured on a current, dynamic basis rather than utilizing any historic OBL) 

with its own co-generated energy. Moreover, the Province registered as a party (intervener) in 

the proceeding and argued in support of Be Hydro's pOSition, 

80. Commission Order 0-48-09. (1) restricted the amount of enern' Celgar can sell 

at market rates to • greater extent than could be sold by other pulp mills, (2) restricted access to 

embedded cost power, through restricting access to Heritage Power generated by Be Hydro, in 

a different manner and to a greater extent than such access afforded. to other British Columbia 

pulp mills. Commission Order 0-188-11 then subjected Celgar to a requirement to undergo a 

discriminatory process (which to date has not been completed) as II mechanism for determining 

the amount of non-BC Hydro embedded cost power it may in the future obtain, including a 

discriminatory notional matching, mechanism and a discriminatory requirement that its utility 

first invite cornmeat on Celgar's service from other ratepayers . (As this process unfolds, there 

may well be additional discriminatory impacts on Celgar, as to which it reserves its rights.) 

Individually and in combination, since May of2009 these measures have prevented and will 

continue to prevent CeJgar from obtaining the same kind of value from its investment in 

increased co-generation as bas been possible for all other pulp mills in the Province. 

81 . BC Hydro, the Commission and the Province all have expressly ackDowleda:cd 

this differential treatment. Be Hydro has admitted in filings in regulatory proceedinis that 
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there are several other industrial customers in the Province with self-generation capacity who 

are being permitted to sell self-generated power and p1Jrchase embedded cOSt power that 

includes Heritage Power on a basis that is inconsistent with the treatment being applied only to 

Celgar. Some of-these competitors are Canadian-owned (such as Tembec, Canfor and Tolko), 

while others are owned by investors of other nationalities (such as Howe, which is currently 

controlled by a Dutch company). Another competitor (Domtar) is U,S.-owned. but has been 

granted more favorable treatment than Celgar without rational distinction. The Commission 

also expressly acknowledged, in its Decision accompanying Order G-48..o9, that the resulting 

legal framework does Dot necessarily supply a "level playing field" within the relevant industry 

segment,2J but considered that .. the issue of equity between pulp mills in Be falls outside the 

Commi~si.onjurisdi~tion."14 The Province recognized in its argument filed in the G48-09 

proceedings that in certain cases "it may be appropriate for self-generating customers to sell to 

market electricity that is in excess of its historical generation baseline," as opposed to energy 

net of load. 

82. The impact on Mercer and Celgar of this admittedly "less favorable treatment" 

has been considerable. Canada is thus liable for compensation for its violation of Articles 1102 

and 1103 ofNAFTA. 

C. Canada', Breach of Obligations UDder Article 1105 - Minimum Standard 
of Treatment 

83 . NAFI'A Artic1e 1105(1) obligates Canada to accord to Mercer's investments in 

Canada (I.t .. Celgar) "treatment in accordance with international law, including fair and 

equitable treatment and full protection and security." The notion of "fair and equitable 

21 Decision Accompmying Order 0-48-09, at 14-16, 21-22. 
" Decisions Accompanyin& Orders G·156·10 ., 115·116 and G·188·11 at 25. 
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treatment" has been interpreted to bar irrational, arbitrary or discriminatory changes in legal 

framework, particularly those that are contrary 10 reasonable investment·backed expectations. 

84. In this case, Mercer and Celgar were entitled to expect that they would be able to 

receive the economic benefits oftbeir investment in green cogeneration facilities in the 

Province. As the Commission expressly acknowledged in its Decision Accompanying Order 

0-48-09, the 3808 Agreement between FortisBC and BC Hydro - which was in place when 

Celgar made its investments in incremental energy production - did not prohibit FortisBC from 

selling low-cost power to Celgar to service MiIlload, while Celgar was separately selling its 

O"Wn self-generated power to others.2S Mercer reasonably relied on this pre-existing legal 

framework in making its various investments in Celgar, and in reaching agreement with 

FortisBC in the 2008 PSA to proceed with core elements of its business plan. Mercer also 

reasonably relied on the notion (reflected in NAFTA) that any changes in policy or legal 

framework that the Province later might implement would be applied on a fair and equitable 

basi!!, and not selectively to disadvantage its investment, particularly vis-A-vis its competitors. 

85. The Commission's subsequent decision to amend the 3808 Agreement 

effectively to block the proposed FortisBC-Ce1gar transactions, and instead to TCqujre Celgar to 

self-supply its entire Mill load, was contrary to Mercer' s legitimate investment-backed 

expectations. As discussed above, it also effettively diverted a Significant portion of Mercer's 

investment for the benefit of others, and drew distinctions among pulp mills in the Province that 

are arbitrary, irrational and discriminatory. These measures violated not only Mercer's 

legitimate expectations of a stable business and legal environment but also its legitimate 

25 Decision Accompanying Order 0-48-09, at 19 (finding that "the provisions of the [3808 
Agreement] do not specifically address the kinds oftransaction.s now before it," and therefore 
that Order G-48-09 cannot be seen as involving simply "clarification" of the prior legal 
framework. but rather i.nvo}ves new action chan&ing the preexisting legal fmn~ork). 
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expectations of fair and equitable treatment vis-a.-vis its competitors. All of this constitutes a 

clear violation of the fair and equitable treatment obligation incorporated explicitly into Article 

!lOS ofNAFTA. 

86. The Commission's subsequent decision to allow FomsBC effectively to 

segregate Heritag;e Power "Within its resource stack so as to deny Celgar access to such Heritage 

Power, did not correct the prejudice being suffered by Celgar. It only comp<;)Unded it by 

subjecting edgar to unfair and inequitable notional matching requirements, and "made for 

CelglU''' consUltation requirements to detennine the amoUDt of non-Be Hydro embedded cost 

power it will be permined to purchase in future. 

D. Canada" Breach of Obligation. Under Articles 1503(2) aDd 1502(3)(a) 
- Monopolies and State Enterprises 

87. Finally, Canada is directly responsible for its own breach of obligations under 

Articles 1503(2) and 1502(3)(0) ofNAFTA. Article 1503(2) require, Canada to "ensure, 

through regulatory control, administrative supervision of the application of other measures, that 

any state enterprise that it maintains·or establishes acts in a manner that is not inconsistent with 

[Canada's] obligations under Chapter Eleven". wherever such enterprise exercises any 

regulatory, administrative or other governmental authority that the Party has delegated to it." 

Article 1502(3)(8) similarly requires Canada to ensure that "any government monopoly that it 

maintains or designates acts in a manner that is not inconsistent with the Party's obligations 

under this Agreement whenever such a monopoly exercises any regulatory, administrative or 

other governmental authority that the Party has delegated to it in connection with the monopoly 

good or service," 
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88. BC Hydro qualifies as both. State enterprise and a government monopoly in the 

Province, and it has expressly been deemed to be an agent of the State for all of its actions. 

Those actions vis·a-vis Celgar have been fundamentally inconsistent with the obligations 

established in Chapter Eleven ofNAFTA. and Canada is directly responsible for failing to 

ensure that Be Hydro acted in a manner that was not inconsistent with such obligations. 

VI. ISSUES RAISED 

89. Has the Government of Canada. through entities for which it is internationally 

rcspomibJe, taken measures inconsistent with its obligations uoder Articles 11 02, 1103, 1105, 

1502(3Xa) or 1503(2) ofNAFTA? 

90. If the answer to this question is yes, what is the quantum of compensation to be 

paid to the Investor as It result oCthe failure of the Government of Canada to comply with its 

obligations under N AFT A? 

VII. RELIEF SOUGHT AND APPROXIMATE AMOUNT OF DAMAGES CLAIMED 

91 . In the event that these issues are not resolved through amicable 

consultatioll.5. Mercer will claim the following relief: 

(a) Damages for the full mcD$W"C of direct Josscs and consequential 

damages sustained as a consequente of the measures .that are inconsistent with 

Canada's obligations contained within Part A of Chapter Eleven, Article 1502(3X. ), 

and Article 1503(2) ofNAFTA, which have been accruing at a rate ofCS 19 million 

per year to date. and. should the status quo remain unchanged. would total CS 250 

million on a net present value basis ; 
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(b) The full costs associated with these proceedings, including all 

professional fees and disbursements. as well as the fees of the arbitral tribunal and any 

administering institution; 

(c) Pre-award and post-award intc:rest at a rate to be fixed by the Tribunal; 

(d) Payment of a swn of compensation equal to any tax consequences of 

the award, in order to maintain the award's integrity; and 

(e) Such further relief as the Arbitral Tribunal may deem just and 

appropriate. 

vrn. LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES AND SERVICE OF DOCUMENTS 

92. The following law firm.g are duly empowered to act on behalf of Mercer in this 

matter, and colTespondence should be served upon them at the addresses listed below: 

a. ARNOLD & PORTER LLP 
555 Twelfth St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
United States of America 
Phone: 202.942.5000 
Fax: 202·942·5999 

Michael T. Shor 
Jean E. Kalicki 

b. SANGRA MOLLER LLP 
1000 Cathedral Place 
925 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, British Columbia 
Canada V6C 3L2 
Phone: 604·662·8808 
Fax: 604·669·8803 

Kim Moller 
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michael.shor@aporter.com 
jean.kaIicki@aponer.com 

kmoller@sangramoller.com 



26 lanuary1012 

SERVED TO: 

Iit.Ch8Cli Shor 
Jean E. KaJicki 
ARNOLD & PORTER LLP 
555 Twelfth St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
United States of America 

Phone: 202-942-5000 
Fax: 202-942-5999 

Kim Moller 
SANGRA MOLLER LLP 
1000 Cathedral Place 
925 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver. British Columbia 
Canarla V6C 3L2 

Phone: 
Fax: 

604-662-8808 
604-669-8803 

Office of the Deputy Attorney General of Canada 
Justice Building 
284 Wellington S ... et 
Ottawa, Ontario 1< I A OH8 
Conarl. 
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